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Representing Spatial Information for Limb Movement: Role of Area 5 in the Monkey



F. Lacquaniti, 12 E. Guigon,2 L. Bianchi,2 S. Ferraina, 3 and R. Caminiti'



How is spatial information for limb movement encoded in the brain? Computational and psychophysical studies suggest that beginning hand position, via-points, and target are specified relative to the body to afford a comparison between the sensory (e.g., kinesthetic) reafferences and the commands that generate limb movement Here we propose that the superior parietal lobule (Brodmann area 5) might represent a substrata for a body-centered positional code. Monkeys made arm movements in different parts of 30 space in areaction-timetask. We found that the activity of area 5 neurons can be related to either the starting point or the final point or combinations of the two. Neural activity is monotonically tuned in a body-centered frame of reference, whose coordinates define the azimuth, elevation, and distance of the hand. Each spatial coordinate tends to be encoded in a different subpopulation of neurons. This parcellation could be a neural correlate of the psychophysical observation that these spatial parameters are processed in parallel and largely independent of each other in man.



ment with the code during maintenance of static posture. It is well known that static cell discharge is monotonically related to the corresponding position of the hand in space in Ml (Georgopoulos et al., 1984; Georgopoulos and Massey, 1985; Kettner et al., 1988), PMd (Caminiti et al., 1991), area 2 (Soechting et al., 1992), and area 5 (Georgopoulos et al., 1984; Georgopoulos and Massey, 1985). We have searched evidence for coherent representations of movement and posture in the dorsal part of parietal area 5 of the monkey (see Mountcastle et al., 1975). This is essentially a somatosensory and somatomotor center, endowed with a wide representation of the arm. Most neurons have pure somesthetic receptive fields that are generally larger than those found in area 2 (Duffy and Burchfiel, 1971; Burbaud et al., 1991). These fields are often multimodal (exteroand proprioceptive) and receive inputs from one or more limb segments (Duffy and Burchfiel, 1971; Sakata et al., 1973; Mountcastle et al., 1975; Burbaud et al., 1991). Single joint neurons reflect sensitively steady joint positions (Mountcastle et al., 1975). There is another population of neurons whose discharge is modulated weakly by passive mobilization of the limb but strongly by active movements (Mountcastle et al., 1975; Kalaska et al., 1983; Burbaud et al., 1991). When the activities of area 5 neurons are analyzed according to the scheme of vector coding of movement direction, they appear to be directionally tuned in the same manner as the neurons of Ml and PMd (Kalaska et al., 1983, 1990; Ferraina and Bianchi, 1994). The prevalence of static positional effects is higher in area 5 than in frontal areas (Georgopoulos et al., 1984). An important functional difference between frontal and parietal cortex emerges when static loads pulling the arm in different directions are applied to the monkey's arm during planar arm movements (Kalaska et al., 1989, 1990). Load sensitivity forms a relative continuum in Ml; some neurons are very sensitive to the applied load and appear to encode parameters related to movement dynamics (forces and torques), whereas other neurons are relatively insensitive to loads and appear to encode movement kinematics, and still other neurons fall in between, exhibiting both directional and load tuning (Kalaska et al., 1990). By contrast, the vast majority of neurons in area 5 are essentially insensitive to loads; they appear to encode only movement kinematics, not dynamics (Kalaska et al., 1990). hi the present study tuning properties of area 5 neurons have been analyzed according to two different schemes: (1) vector code of movement direction and (2) positional code in body-centered coordinates.



What is computed in reaching a target and where in the brain? A vector code of movement direction has been described in primary motor cortex Ml (Gcorgopoulos et al., 1982; Schwartz et al., 1988; Caminiti et al., 1990), dorsal premotor cortex PMd (Caminiti et al., 1991; Fu et al., 1993), areas 2 and 5 of the parietal cortex (Kalaska et al., 1983; Cohen et al., 1994), and cerebellum (Fortier et al., 1989). Many neurons at all these sites are broadly tuned to the direction of the hand movement. Preferred directions (PDs) tend to be distributed uniformly throughout space, and the population vector predicts well the hand trajectory (Georgopoulos et al., 1988). A vector code of movement direction implies that neural activity should be the same for the same movement performed along parallel directions but starting from different initial positions. It has been found, however, that this is not the case for many neurons in Ml (Caminiti et al., 1990) and PMd (Caminiti et al., 1991). The PDs computed in each part of the workspace rotate by an amount and direction that are highly variable among cells. Taken at face value, the results of this analysis would lead to the conclusion that, because the tuning parameters of neurons appear to change across workspace, the representation of limb movement is fragmented in many local subregions centered at each different starting position of the hand (Caminiti et al., 1990, 1991; Burnod et al., 1992). An alternative view, however, is that locations of the hand and target are encoded in a fixed reference frame for movements performed in different parts of the workspace. If so, one should be able to characterize neural activity by means of just one set of tuning parameters that apply globally to different parts of the workspace, independently of initial hand position or target location. Psychophysical studies have indicated that in the process of transforming sensory information about target and hand position into motor commands, reaching movements are specified in a body-centered frame of reference (Soechting and Flanders, 1989a; Jeannerod, 1991; Paillard, 1991). The present view reconciles the neural code during move-
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Materials and Methods



General Procedures General methodological procedures were the same as in previous studies (Caminiti et al., 1990,1991; Ferraina and Bianchi, 1994). Headfixed monkeys (Macaca nemestrina) sat on a primate chair in front of the apparatus (Fig. \a,b). The targets consisted of 1-cm-diameter transparent push buttons that could be retroilluminated. Sixteen of
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